Focal facial dermal dysplasia (FFDD) Type IV is a rare syndrome characterized by facial lesions resembling aplasia cutis in a preauricular distribution along the line of fusion of the maxillary and mandibular prominences. To identify the causative gene(s), exome sequencing was performed in a family with two affected siblings. Assuming autosomal recessive inheritance, two novel sequence variants were identified in both siblings in CYP26C1—a duplication of seven base pairs, which was maternally inherited, c.844_851dupCCATGCA, predicting p.Glu284fsX128 and a missense mutation, c.1433G>A, predicting p.Arg478His, that was paternally inherited. The duplication predicted a frameshift mutation that led to a premature stop codon and premature chain termination, whereas the missense mutation was not functional based on its in vitro expression in mammalian cells. The FFDD skin lesions arise along the sites of fusion of the maxillary and mandibular prominences early in facial development, and Cyp26c1 was expressed exactly along the fusion line for these facial prominences in the first branchial arch in mice. Sequencing of four additional, unrelated Type IV FFDD patients and eight Type II or III TWIST2-negative FFDD patients revealed that three of the Type IV patients were homozygous for the duplication, whereas none of the Type II or III patients had CYP26C1 mutations. The seven base pairs duplication was present in 0.3% of healthy controls and 0.3% of patients with other birth defects. These findings suggest that the phenotypic manifestations of FFDD Type IV can be non-penetrant or underascertained. Thus, FFDD Type IV results from the loss of function mutations in CYP26C1.

INTRODUCTION

The focal facial dermal dysplasias (FFDDs) are a group of related developmental defects characterized by bitemporal or preauricular skin lesions resembling aplasia cutis congenita (1). These skin defects occur at the sites of facial fusion during embryogenesis, with temporal lesions situated at the junction between the frontonasal and maxillary facial prominences and preauricular lesions at the meeting point of the maxillary and mandibular prominences (2). The ectodermal lesions show consistent histologic abnormalities: atrophy and flattening of the epidermis, replacement of the dermis by loose connective tissue, reduced levels of fragmented elastic tissue and absence of the subcutaneous tissues and adnexal structures (1–4).
Recently, a revised classification of the FFDDs divided these disorders into four subtypes (1). Individuals with FFDD Type I, termed Brauer syndrome (MIM 136500), have temporal skin depressions that resemble ‘forceps marks’ (5–7). Other facial anomalies, comprising sparse lateral eyebrows, distichiasis and a flattened nasal tip, are usually mild (1,8). FFDD Type II, also known as Brauer–Setleis syndrome, is characterized by bitemporal skin lesions with variable facial findings, including thin and puckered peri-orbital skin, distichiasis and/or absent eyelashes, upslanting palpebral fissures, a flat nasal bridge with a broad nasal tip, large lips and redundant facial skin (7,9,10). FFDD Types I and II are inherited as autosomal dominant traits (1,5,11). In FFDD Type III or Setleis syndrome (MIM 227260), the same facial features as seen with Brauer–Setleis syndrome are present, but inheritance is autosomal recessive (8,12–14). FFDD Type IV is a new category reserved for a disorder characterized by isolated, preauricular skin lesions with autosomal dominant or recessive inheritance (Table 1; 1,3,4,15).

To date, the molecular defect causing FFDD Type III has been identified in several families as loss of function mutations in TWIST2 (1,16,17). However, the gene(s) for the other subtypes remain unknown and genetic heterogeneity is probable. Herein, we report two siblings with FFDD Type IV who had classical, atrophic skin lesions in a preauricular distribution bilaterally. They also had polyps on the buccal mucosa along the same embryologic fusion line between the maxillary and mandibular prominences during facial development. They also had polyps on the buccal mucosa along the same embryologic fusion line between the maxillary and mandibular prominences during facial development. They also had polyps on the buccal mucosa along the same embryologic fusion line between the maxillary and mandibular prominences during facial development.

**RESULTS**

Exome sequencing

For the first sibling (patient 1), 49.39 × 10⁶ reads were obtained with 96.6% aligning to the hg19 human reference sequence. Mean coverage of target sequence was 69 ×, with 77.7% of the 4.3 × 10⁹ base pairs covered on or near Nimblegen’s target capture region (data not shown). Of the 49 000 variants that were within the target region, 97.2% were present in dbSNP132 (data not shown). For the second sibling (patient 2), we obtained 26.60 × 10⁶ reads with 97.5% aligning to hg19. Of the 2.4 × 10⁹ base pairs that we covered, 79.6% of them were on or near Nimblegen’s targeted capture region, with a mean coverage of 38 × for the target region (data not shown). In this study, 97.6% of the 47 000 variants in the target were found in dbSNP132 (data not shown).

We assumed autosomal recessive inheritance and compiled a list of (1) homozygous and (2) compound heterozygous novel sequence variants that were not recorded in dbSNP132 or 1000 Genomes that were shared by both siblings (Supplementary Material, Table S1). We selected CYP26C1 (NM_183374.2) and KRT24 (NM_019016.2) as candidates for Sanger sequencing to determine segregation in the family based on the expression patterns of both of these genes. Cyp26c1 is expressed at the site of the fusion of the maxillary and mandibular prominences during facial development (18), whereas Krt24 is expressed in keratinocytes (19). For KRT24, both sequence variants c.95G>A, predicting p.Arg32Lys and c.1465C>T, predicting p.Gln489X were verified in the affected siblings, but testing of other family members showed that these two sequence alterations were also present in an unaffected sibling (data not shown), thus prompting us to examine CYP26C1.

We verified the two CYP26C1 mutations: c.844_851dupC→CATGCA, a 7 bp tandem duplication predicting p.Glu284fsX128 that was maternally inherited and c.1433G>A, predicting p.Arg478His, that was paternally inherited. Neither unaffected sibling had inherited both CYP26C1 mutations (Table 2). No other alterations were present in the remaining CYP26C1 exons in the proposita or her brother (data not shown). The duplication results in a frameshift mutation that predicts the incorporation of 128 different amino acids from wild-type residue 284 and then premature truncation before residue 412. As exons 5 and 6 of CYP26C1 contain three conserved cytochrome P450 domains—ETLR, PERF and the heme-binding domain, the duplication is highly likely to compromise protein function and was predicted to be disease causing (Mutation taster; P = 1.0). Exon 4 of CYP26C1 is 156 bp in length, and it is possible that splicing out of this exon to produce a catalytically intact allele could occur. However, an in silico mutation prediction program (Mutation taster) showed that although the 7 bp duplication increased the strength of the donor splice site for exon 4, it was not predicted to disrupt the normal CYP26C1 gene splicing. For the nonsense substitution, p.Arg478 His, Polyphen-2 predicted that the substitution was probably damaging (P = 0.959, sensitivity 0.63 and specificity 0.92).

We sequenced CYP26C1 in 12 additional patients diagnosed with FFDD, of whom 4 had Type IV FFDD and found that two previously reported patients (3) were homozygous for the same c.844_851dupCCATGCA. Parental samples from only one of these patients were available, and both parents were heterozygous for the duplication (data not shown). A further unpublished female with FFDD Type IV, patient 5, was also found to be homozygous for the duplication. No patient with FFDD Type II or III was found to have a CYP26C1 mutation. Although the c.844_851dupCCATGCA duplication was not present in public databases such as dbSNP and 1000 Genomes, sequencing of controls found the duplication in 1/318 control chromosomes from individuals of Caucasian ethnicity (0.4%), 0/200 control chromosomes from individuals of Hispanic ethnicity and 1/236 chromosomes from individuals with eye or diaphragmatic birth defects (0.4%), for an overall frequency of 2/754 chromosomes (0.3%). With this estimated frequency, the probability of three out of the four unrelated FFDD Type IV patients who we studied being homozygous for the same duplication was 7.2810⁻¹⁶. The sequence alteration p.Arg478His was not present in the Exome Variant Server that contains data from more than 10 000 individuals. As animal model studies had suggested functional redundancy between Cyp26a1 and Cyp26c1 (20,21), we verified wild-type CYP26A1 sequence by Sanger sequencing in the proposita and her brother (data
Studies to assess retinoic acid (RA) metabolic activity of mutations

Transfection studies in an expression system with wild-type CYP26C1, CYP26C1 with c.1433G>A and CYP26C1 with c.844_851dupCCATGCA showed that the mutant constructs had activities similar to untransfected cells or cells transfected with empty vector, implying that both mutations resulted in loss of function (Table 3).

Microsatellite marker studies

We examined microsatellite markers to determine if the duplication was present on a founder allele with the same haplotype shared between the FFDD Type IV patients with the duplication. For marker D10S1680, located at chr10:95 501 357–95 701 690 and within 1 Mb of CYP26C1 at chr10:94 821 021-94 828 454 (hg19), the allele sizes did not support inheritance of a common haplotype, as both siblings had allele sizes of 204/214, and the other three unrelated patients homozygous for the CYP26C1 duplication had allele sizes of 206/210 (patient 3), 206/214 (patient 4) and 210/210 (patient 5) (data not shown). Sequencing of CYP26A1 in the nine FFDD patients without the CYP26C1 duplication was also negative (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Homozygosity or compound heterozygosity for two CYP26C1 mutations were identified in five individuals diagnosed with FFDD Type IV—the proposita and her brother from the family reported here, two published patients (3) and an additional, unpublished affected child from Belgium. Both mutations were shown to cause CYP26C1 loss of function by in vitro expression studies (Table 3). The duplication found in homozygous form in affected patients was present in heterozygous form in apparently normal control chromosomes at a frequency of 0.3%. As FFDD type IV is exceedingly rare, it is possible that this relatively mild facial phenotype is frequently non-penetrant or underascertained. As patients who were homozygous for the duplication all had European ancestry, it was plausible that they shared a common haplotype or that the mutation arose due to a founder effect, but this was not supported by microsatellite marker studies. Genetic heterogeneity is likely for FFDD Type IV, as at least one patient with FFDD Type IV was not found to have a CYP26C1 mutation in this study. We were unable to find any relationship between CYP26C1 and TWIST2, the gene responsible for FFDD Type III.

In Type IV FFDD, developmental disabilities and extracutaneous findings are rare (1), and we do not consider that the mild speech delay exhibited by the proposita’s brother was likely to be related to his CYP26C1 mutations. The intraoral polyps in the proposita and her brother have not previously been described, and it is interesting to note that Cyp26c1 expression has been observed in the murine buccopharyngeal membrane at embryonic day (E) 8.5 (18).

Retinoic acid (RA) is the major active derivative of vitamin A (retinol) and is critical for developmental regulation of the hindbrain, spinal cord and eye (22,23). Endogenous RA levels in humans are determined by the interaction of RA-synthesizing enzymes (retinol dehydrogenases and retinaldehyde dehydrogenases) and the trio of RA-degrading enzymes CYP26A1, CYP26B1 and CYP26C1. The Cyp26 enzymes are part of the P450 superfamily and catalyze hydroxylation at the C14 and C18 positions of the β-ionone ring in RA to convert it to less active, more polar metabolites such as 4-OH-RA, 18-OH-RA and 5,8-epoxy-RA (24–26). Cells expressing a Cyp26 enzyme have minimal to complete absence of RA (26). We could not find any information on other potential drug or metabolic targets for Cyp26c1.

The human and murine CYP26C1 genes both contain the canonical heme thiolate-binding motif (FxxGxxxCxG) found in P450 proteins (18). CYP26C1 and CYP26A1 are present in the endoplasmic reticulum (27) and share 43% amino acid identity in humans, whereas CYP26C1 and CYP26B1 share
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Table 1. Summary of physical findings in focal facial dermal dysplasia type IVa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Number of families/number of affected</th>
<th>Skin lesions</th>
<th>Other findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>Preauricular</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>Preauricular</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>Preauricular</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>Preauricular</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>Preauricular</td>
<td>Learning disability (one child)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>Preauricular</td>
<td>Intra-oral polyps (two children)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAfter reference (1).

Table 2. CYP26C1 Sanger sequencing results in this family and other FFDD type IV patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family membera</th>
<th>Affected</th>
<th>CYP26C1 exon 4</th>
<th>CYP26C1 exon 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II-1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>+c.844_851dupCCATGCA</td>
<td>+/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>+/+</td>
<td>+/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>+c.844_851dupCCATGCA</td>
<td>+/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>+c.844_851dupCCATGCA</td>
<td>+/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-5</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>+c.844_851dupCCATGCA</td>
<td>+/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient 3, this paper</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>c.844_851dupCCATGCA/ c.844_851dupCCATGCA</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient 4, this paper</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>c.844_851dupCCATGCA/ c.844_851dupCCATGCA</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient 5, this paper</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>c.844_851dupCCATGCA/ c.844_851dupCCATGCA</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aWild type; c.844_851dupCCATGCA. b+c.1433A>G. c+c.844_851dupCCATGCA, predicting p.Glu2846X128; c.1433G>A. d+c.1433A>G, predicting p.Arg4788His. eFor family pedigree information, please see Materials and Methods, exome sequencing.
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51% amino acid identity (27). However, Cyp26c1 differs from Cyp26a1 and Cyp26b1 in that it is less sensitive to the inductive effects of RA and relatively resistant to the inhibitory effects of ketoconazole (25,28). The duplication mutation occurs in a position 5′ to the heme thiolate domain and eliminates this domain and its catalytic activity. This loss-of-function was confirmed by in vitro expression of the mutant protein and assay of its catalytic activity. The p.Arg478His mutation occurs within the L-helix domain that is largely conserved across the cytochrome p450 family. Both CYP26A1 and CYP26B1 have an arginine residue at position 478, whereas CYP26B1 has a serine residue. Presumably, the histidine substitution at this position may disrupt the folding or integrity of the adjacent catalytic domain (20).

The embryologic expression of Cyp26c1 has been studied in mouse, chick and zebrafish. At E8.0, murine Cyp26c1 was predominantly expressed in the region of the prospective rhombomeres r2 and r4 and in the rostral portion of the first pharyngeal arch, where expression persisted until E9.5 (18). The first pharyngeal arch later divides into the maxillary and mandibular processes, and Cyp26c1 is expressed along the fusion of these prominences (18; schematized in Supplementary Material, Fig. S1), thus, the expression pattern of Cyp26c1 encompasses the site of the skin lesions in FFDD Type IV. At E9.5, Cyp26c1 expression was observed in the lateral epibranchial placodes and cervical mesenchyme caudal to the otic vesicle and at E10.5, staining was present in the cervical mesenchyme and in a portion of the maxillary component of the first pharyngeal arch (18). The orthologous chick gene was expressed in rhombomeres 1, 2, 3 and 5, the neural crest-derived cephalic mesenchyme in the pre and postotic regions, the pharyngeal endoderm and the ectoderm of the first pharyngeal pouch and the epidermis of the first pharyngeal groove (24). In Danio rerio, Cyp26c1 was initially named as Cyp26d1 and Cyp26b1 like (21) and both genes are CYP26C1 orthologues (29). Expression in zebrafish was initially noted in rhombomeres 2–6 and the first pharyngeal arch before expanding to the eyes, otic vesicles, midbrain, telencephalon, diencephalons and pharyngeal arches (21).

Cyp26c1 homozygous null mice did not manifest overt anatomic abnormalities (30). However, the removal of Cyp26a1 together with Cyp26c1 in double homozygous null mice mimicked the teratogenic defects seen with RA (30,31), suggesting functional redundancy between these genes. Cyp26a1−/− and Cyp26c1−/− mice had microcephaly, hypoplasia of the first and second pharyngeal arches and deficient migration of the cranial neural crest cells with lethality at E9.5 to E10.5 (30). Depleting Danio rerio embryos of Cyp26b1 or Cyp26c1 resulted in a normal phenotype on a wild-type background, but subtle shortening of the hindbrain was observed after targeting both genes on a Cyp26a1 depleted background (29). Thus, the phenotype caused by absence or reduction in Cyp26c1 is mild or unchanged from wild type and there is functional redundancy between Cyp26a1 and Cyp26c1.

The effects of disordered retinoid metabolism on skin development have previously been studied in Cyp26b1−/− mice (32). At E16.5, the periderm of the skin degenerates, and the cornified layers of the epidermis are formed by keratinocyte differentiation in association with specific proteins to replace the periderm as the initial skin barrier (32). At E17.5 and E18.5, Cyp26b1−/− mice have reduced thickness of the cornified layer of skin, reduced filaggrin and arrest of hair follicle growth (32). Interestingly, experiments using RA-soaked beads in embryonic chicken skin explant cultures also showed that the beads can create a radial zone of inhibition surrounded by a rim of disoriented buds (33). Skin equivalents treated with RA in vitro show altered epidermal stratification (34), and keratinocyte cultures treated with RA show increased sensitivity to apoptosis with upregulated p53 and caspase-3, -6, -7 and -9 (35). However, precisely which genes are altered by the excess RA in the regions of fusion of the facial prominences remains unknown.

In five patients with FFDD type IV, homozygosity or compound heterozygosity for loss of function mutations (c.844_851dupCCATGCA predicting p.Glu284fsX128 and p.Arg478His) were identified in the CYP26C1 gene. Therefore, it is concluded that mutations in CYP26C1 are responsible for the FFDD Type IV phenotype.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### Subjects

The proposita (patient 1) was a 6-year-old female evaluated in the Dermatology Genetics Clinic because of congenital hypopigmented skin lesions on both cheeks. Following a normal pregnancy and delivery, several white macules extending...
from the ear down to the lateral commissures of her mouth were noted on each cheek (Fig. 1A and B). The lesions were described as ‘blistер-like’ and were reported to fill with fluid daily during the first 3 years of her life without a history of discharge. At 2 years of age, two oral, polypoid lesions measuring 1–2 cm were noted on her left buccal mucosa (Fig. 1C). The remainder of the dermatologic examination was normal, including her eyebrows and eyelashes, with the exception of numerous scattered dark brown nevi. Her developmental milestones were consistent with chronologic age. The proposita’s medical history included multiple dental extractions and root canal surgery for dental caries. Her incisor teeth had minor ridging (Fig. 1D). She had a history of diurnal and nocturnal enuresis for which no cause was identified and which resolved spontaneously.

The proposita’s 4-year-old brother (patient 2) was delivered vaginally at 37 weeks of gestation with a weight of 4220 g (>97th centile) after an uncomplicated pregnancy. He had a history of similar facial lesions that were also reportedly filled with fluid daily for the first year of his life. He walked at 1 year of age and was described as having normal cognition, although he received speech therapy for a brief period because of speech delay and unclear pronunciation. On examination, he had two to four round skin lesions measuring up to 1.7 cm in diameter on both cheeks in a preauricular distribution, and the defects had a small center of cutis aplasia and were bordered by a hyperpigmented rim with long thin fine hairs (Fig. 1E and F). He had sparse hair growth in a small area in front of both ears. He had three small, intraoral polyps measuring less than 3 cm on the left buccal mucosa, a location similar to that seen for these lesions in his sister. The remainder of his physical examination was unremarkable. The siblings were diagnosed with FFDD type IV based on their clinical findings, and no dermal biopsies were performed.

The parents had normal skin and the family history was negative for significant skin findings. The parents had two unaffected daughters aged 8 years and 2 years and the mother had one unaffected daughter from a previous marriage. Maternal ethnicity was English, Nordic and Native American and paternal ethnicity was Mexican. There was no known history of parental consanguinity.

We sequenced **CYP26C1** in four unrelated Type IV and eight **TWIST2**-negative Type II or Type III FFDD patients. Relevant clinical findings in those with Type IV FFDD who were homozygous for **CYP26C1** sequence variants follow: the third patient (patient 1) had three, small, fluid-containing skin lesions on each cheek at birth, a right-sided cleft lip, a small scar implying late closure of the left lip and a cutaneous hemangioma of the right palm. Growth and development were unremarkable (3). The fourth patient (patient 2) was noted to have two, preauricular, vesicular lesions on both cheeks at birth. These congenital lesions deflated, but one new lesion erupted on each cheek at 2–3 weeks of life. At 18 months of age, he had moderate to severe developmental delays, right-sided hemiparesis, hydrocephalus with a shunt and focal epileptic seizures that were all attributed to a large, unexplained left-sided intracranial hemorrhage in the prenatal period (3). Microscopy of a biopsied skin lesion from this child revealed fragmentation of elastic fibers with striation and a diffuse increase in dermal mast cells, resulting in a histologic diagnosis of non-reactive deep and superficial elastolysis (3). The parents were not known to be consanguineous, but were from the same region in Norway. The fifth patient (Fig. 1G and H) was born at term after an uncomplicated pregnancy. After delivery, both cheeks were noted to have symmetrical, preauricular, ivory, round to oval patches with an atrophic aspect. There were no other abnormalities, and the skin lesions remained stable after birth. The child was investigated.
Exome sequencing

After obtaining written, informed consent, venous bloods or cheek swabs were sampled from the affected sibling pair with FFDD Type IV (II-3 and II-4), both parents (I-2 and I-3) and their two unaffected full siblings (II-1 and II-5) and unaffected half-sibling (II-1). DNA was extracted from all family members using standard methods. Mutations in \textit{TWIST2} were excluded using Sanger sequencing in the affected sibling pair (data not shown). One microgram of DNA from the affected sibling pair only was prepared for exome sequencing. Genomic DNA was sonicated (Covaris S2; Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) and assembled into a library with TruSeq adaptors (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) containing barcodes that differentiate the libraries in a capture reaction and sequencing run. The two libraries (250 ng each) were pooled into a capture reaction that contained biotinylated DNA oligonucleotides (SeqCap EZ Human Exome Library v3.0; Roche Nimblegen, Madison, WI, USA) for 72 h. The DNA bait–DNA hybrids were then pulled out of the complex mixture by incubation with streptavidin-labeled magnetic beads, and the targeted DNA of interest was eluted and subjected to 18 cycles of DNA amplification prior to sequencing on a HiSeq2000 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) for pair-end 100 cycles. Sequence reads collected from the HiSeq were processed with the Cloud BioLinux-based sequencing data analysis pipeline. Essentially, sequencing reads were aligned to the hg19 reference genome using the Burrows–Wheeler Alignment tool (BWA v0.5.9) using the default parameter that allows two mismatches. Indexing, realignment and duplicate removal were performed using Picard and Samtools. Variant quality score recalibration was recalibrated, and variants were subsequently called using Genome Analysis Toolkit v 1.3-21-gcb284ee (36,37). This procedure trained an adaptive error model using known variant sites from HapMap v3.3 and the Omni chip array. This procedure trained an adaptive error model using Genome Analysis Toolkit v 1.3-21-gcb284ee (36,37).}

Studies to assess RA metabolic activity of mutations

We examined the effect of each \textit{CYP26C1} mutation on RA catabolic activity using an \textit{in vitro} expression system (43). Cos-1 cells were grown in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum and antibiotic-antimycotic (0.2 units/ml penicillin, 0.2 µg/ml streptomycin, 2.5 µg/ml fungizone). The day prior to transfection, cells were seeded in six well plates at 150 000 cells per well. Cells were transfected in triplicate with 1 µg of empty pCMV6-XL5, or vector containing wild-type \textit{CYP26C1}, \textit{CYP26C1} c.1433 G> A or \textit{CYP26C1}/Dup844_851CCATGCA. Cells were incubated for 48 h prior to analysis of CYP26 activity. To assess RA metabolic activity, cells were washed twice with PBS, trypsinized and reseeded into a 48-well plate in 200 µl of growth medium containing 0.2 µCi/ml 3H-RA. Cells were incubated for 3 h, and the reaction was stopped with the addition of 5 µl of 10% glacial acetic acid. Total lipids were extracted using a modified Bligh-Dyer procedure (44) and 500 µl of the aqueous layer was taken to measure radioactivity. Results were shown as mean counts per minute × standard error of the mean (Table 3).

Microsatellite marker studies

We selected polymorphic microsatellite markers in the region of \textit{CYP26C1} using the University of California, Santa Cruz Genome Browser and labeled the forward primer with 5′ HEX (Integrated DNA Technologies, San Diego, CA, USA). The markers were run according to previously published methods (45).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at \textit{HMG} online.
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